My Favourite Wife
Leo McCarey was supposed to both produce and direct My Favorite Wife, but an illness
forced him to relinquish the director's chair to Garson. 20 Jan - 3 min - Uploaded by W. David
Lindholm Theatrical trailer for the comedy "My Favorite Wife" featuring Garson Kanin as
DIRECTOR. 16 Apr Long-lost and thought-dead Ellen (Irene Dunne) attempts to intercept her
newly re-married. cvindoraya.com: My Favorite Wife (): Leo McCarey, Bella Spewack,
Samuel Spewack, Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Randolph Scott, Gail Patrick, Ann Shoemaker.
A woman reappears after seven years to find that her husband (Cary Grant) has remarried. A
description of tropes appearing in My Favorite Wife. A Screwball Comedy film produced by
Leo McCarey, directed by Garson Kanin, and starring Irene . My Favourite Wife has ratings
and reviews. Ian said: Parsons by numbers. How many times have we seen this - married man
in crisis, child in tow. . My Favorite Wife. Irene Dunne and Cary Grant pick up the thread of
marital comedy at about the point where they left off in The Awful Truth. With these two
stars.
My Favorite Wife is a screwball rendering of the Enoch Emery tale, an old saw about a man
thought lost at sea, who returns to find his wife remarried. The twist is. Ellen Arden arrives 7
years after being given up for dead in a shipwreck, to find her husband Nick just remarried to
Bianca. The overjoyed Nick awkwardly tries to . Read the Empire review of My Favourite
Wife. Find out everything you need to know about the film from the world's biggest movie
destination. Missing for seven years and presumed dead, a woman returns home on the day of
her husband's second marriage.
5 May - 5 min I truly shed a tear and cried when I heard this heartwrenching lament of the
sorry tale of "My. This is briefly to report the discovery of a new island yesterdaya little island
of joy at Fiftieth Street West and Sixth Avenue North, where Leo McCarey's "My.
Other articles where My Favorite Wife is discussed: Garson Kanin: Film directing: Kanin
directed the comedy My Favorite Wife. The madcap farce marked. 5 Sep Watch My Favorite
Wife movie trailers, exclusive videos, interviews from the cast, movie clips. My Favorite Wife
(). Image Source: Doctor Macro. Synopsis: After having himself legally declared a widower so
that he can marry the. We've discussed My Favorite Wife before, and by that I mean the
remake that was to be made starring Marilyn Monroe entitled Something's.
For my films I chose My Favorite Wife () starring Irene Dunne and Cary Grant and Move
Over, Darling () starring Doris Day and James.
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